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Last Chance 2014

40% more
branch tips

THE WORLD’S BEST
PRELIT NOBLE FIR.

Available in warm
glow LEDs

Molded from a live Abies procera, this
is the world’s most realistic Noble
Fir, meticulously strung with
the best LED or incandescent lights.

Lifetime guarantee
on lights

Scan this page
to see
customer reviews.
See pg. 2.

Memory wire
branches require
minimal shaping

Unrivaled Realism
Available exclusively from Hammacher
Schlemmer, it is the only tree with threedimensional, injection-molded branch
tips that replicate the exact growth
patterns, curved, prickly needles, and
branch silhouettes of a freshly cut Noble
Fir. The 7½' tree has 4,400 branch tips,
40% more than typical trees, and memory
wire branches that create a fuller, more
natural looking tree that requires minimal
shaping. The inner branches and trunk
are lined with broad fibers to bolster the
conifer’s fullness, a material overused
by lesser trees. The longer branches
are made of 18-gauge wire and easily
support large ornaments.
The Best Lights
The 7½' tree has 1,400 incandescent
lights, 650 more than typical trees, or
1,200 LEDs that last 25,000 hours—8X
longer than typical incandescents while
consuming 98% less power. Both types
of lights produce the same traditional
warm glow. Includes metal stand.
White or multicolored lights.
Rolling Tree Storage Bag.

LW-86465
Traditional Incandescent Lights

$49.95

Warm LED Lights

Ht.

Width

Tips

Wt.

Lights

Item No.

Price

Wt.

Lights

Item No.

Price

41⁄2'
61⁄2'
61⁄2'
71⁄2'
71⁄2'
71⁄2'
81⁄2'
81⁄2'
81⁄2'
91⁄2'
91⁄2'
91⁄2'
12'

Full–40"
Slim–43"
Full–58"
Slim–51"
Med–60"
Full–68"
Slim–55"
Med–66"
Full–74"
Slim–62"
Med–72"
Full–81"
Full–88"

1,112
2,521
3,116
3,000
3,970
4,400
3,750
4,750
5,620
4,560
5,770
6,590
10,500

27 lbs.
34 lbs.
49 lbs.
44 lbs.
57 lbs.
67 lbs.
59 lbs.
71 lbs.
81 lbs.
68 lbs.
81 lbs.
101 lbs.
152 lbs.

250
700
950
800
1,250
1,400
1,000
1,500
1,650
1,150
1,750
1,950
2,700

LW-81370
LW-81663
LW-81371
LW-81664
LW-81660
LW-81395
LW-81665
LW-81661
LW-81656
LW-81666
LW-81662
LW-87075
LW-81658

$199.95
$429.95
$529.95
$549.95
$659.95
$759.95
$699.95
$869.95
$999.95
$949.95
$1,100
$1,250
$1,600

27 lbs.
34 lbs.
49 lbs.
44 lbs.
57 lbs.
67 lbs.
58 lbs.
71 lbs.
81 lbs.
68 lbs.
81 lbs.
101 lbs.
152 lbs.

200
600
800
700
1,000
1,200
900
1,200
1,400
1,000
1,400
1,600
2,000

LW-81668
LW-81679
LW-81670
LW-81680
LW-81676
LW-81671
LW-81681
LW-81677
LW-81672
LW-81682
LW-81678
LW-87076
LW-81674

$279.95
$519.95
$629.95
$679.95
$759.95
$859.95
$879.95
$969.95
$1,100
$1,100
$1,200
$1,350
$1,900
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($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($100) t
($100) t

($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($100) t
($100) t

Scan this
page to hear
him speak.
See pg. 2.

THE ADJUSTABLE FOCUS READING GLASSES.
Unlike common reading glasses with one fixed magnification, this pair
lets you adjust the focus of each lens with the simple turn of a dial.
Using patented fluid-injection technology developed by a physicist at
Oxford, the lenses comprise an elastic membrane held between rigid
polycarbonate plates. As the dial on either side of the frame is turned,
the elastic membrane bows inwards or outwards, subtly changing the
magnification from -4.5 diopters to +3.5 diopters. Users can adjust each
lens independently, and if their vision changes they can simply give the
side dials another twist. The flexible nose pads ensure a comfortable
fit, and the side knobs can be twisted off to lock in the magnification
permanently. Not intended as a replacement for prescription glasses.
Black or Brown Tortoiseshell. 1½" H x 7" W. (2½ oz.)

LW-86112

$99.95

THE TALK BACK MIMICKING TOMCAT.
This is the plush Tomcat that repeats anything said to it in a
cartoonish voice. Inspired by a popular smartphone app, a press
of his paw enables him to record anything he hears and mimic the
speaker in a high-pitched voice. Touch sensors located in his foot
and belly yield grunts, whines, and purrs when pressed, just like
the app. If his smart mouth offends, repeatedly tapping the top
of his head produces bonking sounds until he is coldcocked into
unconsciousness with the sound of chirping birds and a coo-coo
clock. Requires three AAA batteries. 10½" H x 6" W x 5" D. (1 lb.)

LW-87062

$39.95

For 31 years, the Hammacher
Schlemmer Institute has performed
extensive comparison testing of leading
products to determine The Best.

THE BEST BEARD AND
MUSTACHE TRIMMER.

THE THOMAS KINKADE REVOLVING
CHRISTMAS TREE TOPPER.
This tree-topper showcases the artwork of renowned holiday artist Thomas
Kinkade as Santa spins ’round the crown of a Christmas tree. Suspended
by a golden spring, eight reindeer draw Santa’s well-laden sleigh in
circles around an illuminated eight-point star that rests atop the tree.
The richly detailed sleigh is brimming with toys, and all eight reindeer
blankets bear a rendition of a classic Kinkade holiday painting, visible on
both sides. The tree topper can plug into the end of a light strand so its
light and motion activate whenever the tree is lit. Each handcrafted and
hand-painted tree topper is numbered and comes with a certificate of
authenticity. Power supply plugs into AC. 7½" H x 7" W x 9¾" L. (6 oz.)

LW-79262

$79.95

This beard and mustache trimmer earned
The Best rating from the Hammacher
Schlemmer Institute because it provided
the most comfortable, precise shave and
had the best features. Panelists preferred
The Best model because it provided the
“cleanest, most comfortable shave” with
“zero pulling or nicking,” while other models
“pulled hairs uncomfortably with the guide
combs.” The Best Beard And Mustache
Trimmer’s rechargeable lithium ion battery
lasted 157 minutes after a full charge,
249% longer than lesser models that only
lasted 45 minutes. Unlike other trimmers that
generated excessive noise, The Best model
was so quiet one panelist said “if I wasn’t
holding it, I wouldn’t have known it was on.”
Lesser models were made from cheap plastic,
unlike The Best model which has a superior
stainless-steel body and blades. The Best
model has a six-position adjustable guide
for trimming beards to 1/8" to 1/2" long.
Recharges in one hour via the included AC
adapter. 6" H x 1" Diam. (7¼ oz.)

LW-84865

$69.95

800-543-3366
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THE VOICE ACTIVATED R2-D2.

THE COMPLETE NEW YORK TIMES
OF YOUR BIRTH DATE.
This is the reproduction of the The New York Times that printed on the
day you were born, or any other date. Containing all of the news
the “Gray Lady” saw fit to print, the issue you choose is procured
from the archives of The Times, complete with the headlines, stories,
photographs, and advertisements that appeared on that day. The
newspaper is reprinted in a traditionally bound book that displays the
recipient’s name, “The New York Times”, and the date stamped in gold
on the burgundy leatherette cover. Includes 16 reprints of historic front
pages. Specify recipient’s name (up to 40 characters) and any date
between 1851 to present. Each book contains approximately 80 pages
(depending on the date) printed on off-white paper. Front pages are
color for 1998 and later; inside pages are black and white. Not available
for shipment to P.O. boxes or outside the contiguous United States.
Hardcover. Order by Dec. 13 for Christmas delivery. 15" H x 12" W. (3¾ lbs.)

LW-12324

This motorized replica of the headstrong little “droid” from the
iconic Star Wars films responds to voice commands, navigates
rooms and hallways, and
makes any home feel like
it has been transported to
a galaxy far, far away. R2
obeys more than 40 voice
commands (“Turn around!”,
“Move forward two units!”)
and he plays games like tag,
using an infrared sensor.
His sensor helps him follow
behind you, or it can be set
to detect motion, turning
R2 into a room sentry that
sounds an alarm when a
secured area is invaded.
R2’s lights, swiveling dome
top, and distinctive happy
and sad sounds faithfully
mimic the real thing. R2 can
also play sounds and dialog
from Star Wars movies,
answer yes-or-no questions,
and dance while playing
the famed cantina music.
Requires four AA batteries
and four D batteries.
Assembly required. Ages
Who's the stowaway
8 and up. 15" H x 7½" W x
in R2’s cargo bay?
10½" L. (6 lbs.)
Scan this page to
find out. See pg. 2.

$99.95 f

LW-77944 $199.95

THE LONGWAVE SHORTWAVE RADIO.
Unlike typical shortwave radios, this is the model that also receives
longwave broadcasts. Operating at 100-519 kHz, just below the AM
band (520-1710 kHz), longwave signals are used by those interested
in low-frequency experimental radio (LowFER) communications
as well as ITU Region 1 broadcasters in Europe and as far away as
Mongolia. The radio also operates in the shortwave band (1711 kHz
- 30 MHz) with single-sideband (SSB) tuning for listening to
two-way shortwave communications. In addition to FM reception
(88-108 MHz), it can listen to civilian aircraft radio transmissions in
the 117-137 MHz frequency band. Stores up to 100 favorite stations
for each frequency band. Its built-in horizontal antenna rotates
360° for precise AM reception while its telescoping antenna pulls
in FM, SW, and aircraft band signals. Requires additional longwave
antenna to receive LW signal; additional external shortwave
antenna can enhance SW reception. Powered by included AC
adapter or requires four D batteries. 7¼" H x 14" W x 6¼" D. (7 lbs.)

LW-84099
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$299.95
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THE SMÅLAND DEERSKIN
LEATHER MITTENS.
These are the mittens crafted by renowned Swedish glovers Hestra
from the leather of wild white-tailed deer. Established in Sweden’s
southern Småland region in 1936, the company originally catered to
lumberjacks who required gloves that were both durable and supple,
but over time its gloves have become highly prized by the world’s
top professional skiers. Valued for its long-lasting durability since
Late-Paleolithic times, the deer leather used in these mittens comes
from hides harvested by hunters in the wild. Each hide is tanned to
a silky smooth hand that preserves the original skin's imperfections
and uneven, pebbled grain, then drum-dyed to a rich color. Lined
with water-resistant, polyester insulated interiors that provide
exceptional warmth and New Zealand lambswool cuffs that keep
out the cold, the mittens withstand the rigors of daily use while still
providing an exceptionally soft feel, providing years of comfortable,
reliable wear. Black or Cork. Sizes M (6), L (7), XL (8), or XXL (9). (4 oz.)

LW-84909

$129.95

THE DIMMABLE REMOTE CONTROLLED
GALLERY LAMP.
THE SEATED WHOLE BODY PEDALER.
This is the low-impact exercise machine that provides a complete
cardio workout from the comfort of a favorite chair. Combining a bikesimulating workout for the legs with an upper-body ergometer, the
pedaler lets users maintain overall cardiovascular fitness and muscle
tone without strain on weight-bearing joints of the body. This pedaler
also tones hamstrings, quadriceps, biceps, and triceps with an optimal
level of exertion. The pedals and arm crank can be cycled in reverse
to work muscle groups with variations not possible with forward-only
motion. The tubular steel frame has separate resistance controls for
the foot pedals and hand cranks and a quick-release reach adjustment.
The compact design allows this pedaler to sit within reach of a
chair in an office or bedroom. 38½" H x 17" W x 17" D. (13 lbs.)

LW-84418

$99.95

This is the gallery lamp with a dimmable LED light that is conveniently
operated by remote control. The remote allows you to adjust the 50,000hour rated LEDs to four levels, from a soft, white glow to bright, white
illumination. The 24 LEDs highlight artwork without generating heat or
ultraviolet rays (like fluorescent bulbs) that can damage paintings. Its
cordless design enables set up anywhere without being restricted by the
location of power outlets. The metal lamp has an antique brass finish, it
mounts to a wall or picture frame with the included bracket, and tilts to
enable optimal adjustment of the light-projection angle. Lamp requires
four D batteries that provide over 70 hours of light; remote control
requires a CR2025 battery. Light can also be controlled from the lamp.
12" Gallery Lamp.
For use with 24" to 28" wide frames. 12" L x 2¼" H x 6" D. (1½ lbs.)

LW-82840

$99.95

15" Gallery Lamp.
For use with 30" to 36" wide frames. 15" W x 6" D x 2¼" H. (1½ lbs.)

LW-82801

$119.95

Scan this page to
learn more about
its Old World
craftsmanship.
See pg. 2.

Each
hand-crafted
shillelagh
is unique

THE GENUINE HANDMADE
IRISH SHILLELAGH.
This is the genuine walking stick handmade in Ireland
and bearing the same name as the town traditionally
known as the source of its origin centuries ago—
Shillelagh. Located in County Wicklow in southeastern
Ireland, the town is situated near robust stands of
blackthorn (Prunus spinosa), the wood species used
exclusively to make each shillelagh, selected for its
superior weight-to-hardness ratio, unlike inauthentic
versions that fuse a blackthorn handle with a hazel
shaft. Each stick is harvested from specimens of the
stout wood in remote areas of County Wicklow, Cork,
and Kerry. The knobbed handle is sanded smooth and
the shaft is painted in a black enamel and lacquered
with a high-gloss finish—no two are alike. Finished
with a copper tip. Presented in our signature green
canvas bag. Sticks are 36"-39" long. (1 lb.)

LW-78855
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$69.95
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THE ONE HOUR INDOOR
PRESSURE SMOKER.
This is the indoor pressure cooker that cooks barbecue brisket
in only one hour—five times faster than traditional methods.
Combining a pressure cooker and smoker in one appliance, this
6½-quart device increases internal pressure by 15psi, cooking food
up to 70% faster while causing wood chips to release their fragrant,
flavor-enhancing smoke. The stainless steel wood chip box requires
only three to five chips (not included) to impart authentic barbecue
smoke flavor while containing all smoke inside the chamber during
cooking. An adjustable two-level rack holds up to 4 lbs. of food
in the aluminum, thermal-coated inner pot. The cooker can also
be employed as a cold smoker, steamer, or even just a traditional
low- or-high-pressure cooker. Its display shows time and detailed
cooking status. Plugs into AC. 11" H x 13" W x 11" D. (13 lbs.)

LW-84974

$149.95

THE BEST SWIM GOGGLES.
These swim goggles earned The Best rating from the Hammacher
Schlemmer Institute because they provided superior suction
and leak resistance. A panel of swimmers lauded The Best Swim
Goggles for creating a water tight seal that “didn‘t allow any
leakage,” unlike lesser models that “leaked a lot, forcing me to stop
using them after only two laps.” The Best model was described
as "the most comfortable in the test” and lauded for “distributing
pressure evenly,” unlike lesser goggles that were “uncomfortable
and too stiff” and “pinched the nose.” While other goggles were
“very difficult to adjust,” The Best Swim Goggles have a button
that quickly loosens or tightens the strap. The Best Swim Goggles
have an anti-fog coating and clear polycarbonate lenses that
block UV rays. Intended for use by adults. 7" W x 1¾" H. (2 oz.)

LW-86046

$24.95

ZOLTAR.
This is Zoltar, the classic animatronic fortune teller found in
arcades, that stands 6½' tall, and augurs a spoken and printed
fortune for you.
Richly detailed with
a handlebar mustache
and beard, a gold
head wrap, gold
shirt, paisley vest,
and jewelry, the
bust of Zoltar stands
in a solid wheeled
cabinet of oak
with birch veneers,
finished in gold- and
black-painted trim,
and is surrounded
by three panes of
tempered glass. Zoltar
acknowledges your
presence and invites
you to approach him.
Once you insert a
quarter (coins may
be removed), Zoltar
nods his head up
and down as his
crystal ball illuminates
and he sweeps
Scan this page
his hand back
to watch Zoltar
and forth. Zoltar
speak. See pg. 2.
provides 16 different
spoken fortunes
and dispenses one of 23 different printed fortunes in the form
of a paper card; 2,000 fortune cards are included. The fortune is
dispensed from the front of the cabinet. Special conditions and
guarantee limitations apply. Please call 1-800-227-3528 for details.
Made in the U.S. Ages 8 and up. 77" H x 33" W x 28" D. (225 lbs.)

LW-10978

$9,000 ($200) f

THE DECORATED
CORDLESS PRELIT HOLIDAY TRIM.
These cordless illuminated decorations do not require an electric outlet,
allowing you to place them anywhere indoors or outdoors. They are
pre-strung with commercial white LED lights that cast a warm glow—all
rated for 20,000 hours of use. The lights may be left on continuously, or set
to stay on for six hours and automatically turn off for 18 hours. Lifelike Noble
fir and pine branches are decorated with red berries and two styles
of pinecones that add contrasting colors and shapes. Boughs, needles,
and berries are made of a mix of weatherproof PE and PVC that provide
realistic texture and color that will last for years. Each decoration requires
two D batteries that provide 200 hours of continuous operation.
24" Wreath. With 30 lights. 24" Diam. x 5¾" D. (3¾ lb.)

LW-81476

$89.95

6' Garland. With 60 lights. 72" L x 6" W. (3¼ lbs.)

LW-81477

$89.95

Teardrop Swag. With 30 lights. 28" L x 12" W. (11¾ lbs.)

LW-81478

$69.95

Storage Bag. Stores up to 36"-Diam. wreaths. LW-86466

$29.95

THE SHAKE, RATTLE, AND ROLL
ICE CREAM MAKER.
This is the ice cream maker one
shakes, rattles, or rolls to
churn a delicious frozen
confection. Simply place
cream, sugar, vanilla, or
other flavoring into the
ball’s food-safe sealed
compartment and ice
and rock salt into a
second compartment.
Harnessing the virtually
limitless energy of
youngsters, the ball can be
shaken, tossed in place, or rolled
back and forth to churn the mixture.
Only 20 minutes of play yields up to
one pint of rich, creamy ice cream.
The ice cream maker’s soft rubber
exterior withstands indoor or outdoor
use and the ingredient compartment’s
4" diameter opening makes it easy
to scoop out churned ice cream.
Weighing less than 3 lbs. when empty and about the size of a volleyball,
the unit is easy to pack and carry to vacation homes or cottages. (2½ lbs.)

LW-84781

$34.95

800-543-3366

31

THE HEATED SHAVING LATHER DISPENSER.

THE AUSTRALIAN SHEEPSKIN
INDOOR/OUTDOOR BOOTIES.
Made from genuine Australian sheepskin, these are the
indoor/outdoor booties that snuggle the entire foot and
ankle in luxurious softness and warmth. Available exclusively
from Hammacher Schlemmer, the booties have a plush
2"-thick shearling interior from Merino sheep raised in the
state of Victoria. This dense, breathable wool is renowned
for insulating while wicking away moisture, so feet stay cozy
year-round. The booties have a durable suede sheepskin
exterior and a 5"-high upper that covers the ankle; the collar
can be folded down for increased ventilation. The textured
thermoplastic rubber sole prevents slipping on indoor and
outdoor surfaces, while the insole is cushioned with memory
foam for comfort while standing and walking. Chestnut.

This is the heated lather machine that dispenses warm shaving cream
or gel to enable a closer, more comfortable shave. The device heats
shaving cream or gel
in 1½ minutes, producing a
barbershop-worthy, soothing
lather that opens pores and
softens and raises whiskers
so they are easier to cut. A
dial adjusts the temperature
of the lather and an indicator
light illuminates when
the preferred temperature
has been achieved. The
unit accommodates most
canisters up to 2½"-wide
and stores unobtrusively
on a countertop or inside
a toiletry kit. Plugs into AC.
7¼" H x 4" W. (1½ lbs.)

LW-83312

$39.95

Scan this page to
see him in action.
See pg. 2.

Men’s. Sizes S (7-8½), M (9-10), L (10½-11½),
XL (12-13) or XXL (13½-14½). (2 lbs.)

LW-82979

$99.95

Women’s Booties. Sizes S (5-6), M (6½-7½),
L (8-9), XL (9½-10½) or XXL (11-12). (2 lbs.)

LW-82980

$99.95

THE CELEBRITY ROBOTIC AVATAR.

THE REMOTE CONTROLLED
ROLLING BEVERAGE COOLER.
This amusing remote-controlled cooler can roll across a patio,
rug, or kitchen floor to deliver a well-timed beverage to parched
party guests. With room for six cans or bottles and ice, the
compact cooler rolls on four sturdy underside wheels up to 60'
from the host at the controls. The radio remote’s simple controls
send the cooler forward, backward, and left or right. Sturdy
construction can transport 11 lbs. of drinks and ice. Requires one
9-volt battery and six AA batteries. 9½" H x 9" diam. (2¾ lbs.)

LW-84433

$59.95

The only robot admitted to the Screen Actors Guild, this is the adult-sized
robotic avatar that has appeared in movies, television programs, and music
videos. The robot is controlled via an intuitive wireless remote that is small
enough to escape detection, making it appear as if he is acting autonomously.
His head, torso, and multi-jointed arms can be operated independently
or in limitless combinations to create graceful, lifelike motions. He rolls
forward, backward, and spins 360º, dancing alone or with a partner who
stands on his sturdy platform. The robot engages in impromptu banter with
guests (delivered from the operator with a discreet wireless microphone),
his synthesized voice carrying clearly from six built-in speakers. LEDs in his
mouth light as he talks, giving his speech a more natural quality. His routine
can also be completely pre-programmed, from body movements and dialogue
to music and sound effects. Special conditions and guarantee limitations
apply. Please call 1-800-227-3528 for details. 72" H x 32" W x 30" D. (600 lbs.)

LW-11931

$345,000 f

800-543-3366
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Scan this page
to watch a mini
recital. See pg. 2.

THE WORLD’S LARGEST TOE TAP PIANO.
Measuring 8' long, this is the world's largest dance-on piano. The 28' sq.
piano mat allows budding virtuosos to compose their own music as
they dance, jump, or run on the keys. Fourteen white and 10 black
keys—almost two full octaves—produce individual tones or melodic
harmonies. The piano is large enough for duets and musicians can
record and instantly listen to their compositions through an integrated
speaker or tap along with prerecorded songs. The unit replicates
sound from eight different instruments (piano, saxophone, violin,
organ, trumpet, harp, vibraphone, guitar) and it connects to an iPod or
another MP3 player to enable musicians to play along to their favorite
songs. Requires four AA batteries. Ages 3 and up. 96" L x 42" D. (4 lbs.)

LW-82689

THE ACUPRESSURE FOOT MASSAGER.
This is the foot massager that combines fingertip-like acupressure
massage with soothing heat and compression to provide relief for
tired, aching feet. From the comfort of a chair, users simply insert
their feet into the massager’s footwells and select a 10-, 15-, or
20-minute session from the unit's digital control panel. Like tiny
fingers, the device’s 192 acupressure nodes (with three speeds)
knead trigger points on the bottom of the foot, their soothing
rhythm helping to counteract the tension and fatigue that comes
from being on one’s feet all day. Twenty-four red LEDs emit far
infrared heat that penetrates deep into tissue to increase blood flow
and help relieve muscle soreness. For the top of the feet, four soft
inflatable chambers with three selectable pressure levels provide
steady compression. The three treatment modes can be used
independently or in any combination. Automatically shuts off at the
end of each session. Plugs into AC. 11¼" L x 17¾" W x 15" D. (19 lbs.)

LW-84439

$249.95

$79.95

THE THOMAS KINKADE SANTA
SNOWGLOBE.
This is the musical Thomas Kinkade snowglobe inspired by a classic
Saturday Evening Post cover from Norman Rockwell. Like Rockwell’s
original, Kinkade’s
Santa surveys a
magical globe with
his magnifying
glass, putting the
finishes touches on
his “naughty or nice”
list. The snowbound
village under his
watch lights up with
four golden LEDs as
a blower mechanism
swirls snow through
the water-filled
globe. At the touch
of a switch, the
globe plays a medley
of eight holiday
favorites such as
Jingle Bells and
Deck the Halls. The
sculpted details, from
Santa’s quill to
his stack of gifts,
have been handcrafted
in resin and
hand-painted, and the base is finished in mahogany. The base is
hand-numbered and comes with a matching certificate of authenticity.
Requires three AAA batteries. 11½" H x 7" Diam. (4 lbs.)

LW-84639

$99.95

Men’s

Women’s

THE HEAT-STORING LEATHER GLOVES.
Using technology originally developed for NASA astronauts,
these lightweight gloves actually store heat in their
microcapsule-insulated lining and release it back to you when you
need it most. With a soft Italian-finished nappa leather exterior and
a Thinsulate palm, our heat-storing gloves detect the temperature
of your skin to ensure that no matter the weather, your hands won’t
be too cold or too warm. Although they provide a snug fit at first,
the leather will gently conform to the shape of your hands with
wear. If in-between sizes, order the next size up. Imported.
Women’s. With palm vent and bound hem.
Specify Black or Brown. Sizes S (6½), M (7), or L (8½).

LW-86676

$79.95

Men’s. With side vent, top elastic wrist, Z-stitched back.
Black. Sizes S (7½-8), M (8½-9), L (9½-10), or XL (10½-11).

LW-87001

$79.95

800-543-3366

75

THE BEST PROJECTION CLOCK.
This projection clock earned The Best rating from the Hammacher
Schlemmer Institute because it provided the most accurate
display of time and temperature. The Best model’s accuracy is
provided by a built-in
radio that receives
time signal broadcasts
for any location within
the contiguous United
States via a radio
signal from the Atomic
Clock in Boulder,
Colorado. Two remote
thermometers relay
indoor and outdoor
temperature—the most
accurate of all tested
models—back to The
Best model’s base
station, which projects
the current time and
temperature up to 6'
onto a ceiling or wall in
easy-to-read digits. Available only from Hammacher Schlemmer, the
clock has a built-in sensor that detects ambient light and activates
the large LCD’s backlighting for a clear view. The Best model also
shows time, alarm, temperature at the two sensors’ locations,
along with weather forecast icons. With snooze function. Plugs into
AC. Requires six AA batteries. 4½" H x 6⅓" W x 1¼" D. (11 oz.)

LW-86241

Takes pictures and
videos while flying

THE SECRET SPY UFO.
This is the remote control UFO with a spy camera for taking videos and
photos mid-air in the course of a secret mission. With four helicopter
rotors atop a UFO body, this maneuverable extraterrestrial craft can
execute any manner of covert operation its pilot can imagine, including
ascent and descent; left, right, forward, and backward movement; hovering;
flying sideways and even end-over-end, mid-air tumbling if the mission
calls for it. A button on the remote engages the digital camera to take up
to 8,000 pictures or seven minutes of 1024 x 768 resolution video, stored
in its built-in 2 GB memory. All recorded imagery can be retrieved through
the USB port (requires USB cable). UFO has a 150' range and charges in
60 minutes. Remote requires six AA batteries. 3" H x 12" W x 12" L. (2 lbs.)

LW-83647

$129.95

$79.95

Scan this page
to see the cars
in action.
See pg. 2.

THE GLOW IN THE DARK
DRIVER EJECTING BUMPERCRAFTS.
These are the phosphorescent, remote controlled bumpercrafts
that pit two players in a duel to literally unseat an opponent driver.
Only available from Hammacher Schlemmer, each bumpercraft
has an impact area button on its left and right; when the button
is struck by an opposing bumpercraft, a built-in spring ejects
the craft’s driver out of its seat. Each player controls one of
the bumpercrafts with a radio-controlled remote that provides
forward, backward, left, and right movement up to 10' away.
Best when played on smooth, level surfaces, each bumpercraft
moves on two partially concealed drive wheels and one guide
wheel. Recovered drivers are easily clicked back into place.
Requires 10 AAA batteries. Ages 6 to 12. 5" L x 5" W x 5" H. (2 lbs.)

LW-82872

$59.95
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THE 15 FT. INFLATABLE
BUMBLE THE SNOW MONSTER.
Towering over a holiday display, this is the 15 foot tall inflatable Abominable
Snow Monster of the North, a.k.a. “Bumble”, from the 1964 animated
television classic Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer. Available exclusively from
Hammacher Schlemmer, the monster’s durable fur-covered polyester hide
is accentuated by his frostbitten blue face, hands, and feet. Feared by all in
Christmas Town until Rudolph’s friend (and aspiring dentist) Hermey the Elf
extracted his teeth, now the reformed yeti stands harmlessly on a lawn, where
his enormous size and five internal light bulbs draw attention to holiday
decorations and elicit astonished stares from passersby. An electric blower
brings Bumble to life in 15 minutes and provides constant inflation. Plastic
and metal stakes and rope tethers prevent him from wandering off in search
of his friends. Plugs into AC with 59" L cord. 15' H x 9' W x 5¾' D. (31 lbs.)

LW-86467

$399.95

THE RC FLYING BATTLE BOTS.

THE HOLOGRAPHESQUE CLOCK.

This is the pair of RC flying robots that serve as proxies for two
combatting humans by waging a laser dogfight in midair. Guided by
easy-to-control remotes, the robots take off from a standing position,
powered by counter-rotating coaxial rotors that guide them left,
right, up, and down and in a firing hovering position. A button on
the remote fires an infrared “laser” from the front of the robot that
attempts to wing an opponent, temporarily causing it to lose altitude
until regaining its composure and equilibrium. Each bot’s rechargeable
battery provides 15-minute duels from a 45-minute charge with
the controller or via USB. Each robot: 7" H x 3" W x 2" D. (8 oz.)

This is the clock with phosphorescent numbers that appear to float
in mid-air. Providing an illusory holographic visual effect when
seen in the dark, the numbers for 12-, 3-, and 9-o’clock are offset
from the clock’s face with 1¼" posts while the 2-, 4-, 6-, 8-, and
10-o’clock numbers are offset by 1" posts. The varying number
heights assign to the clock’s face three-dimensional depth that
makes an intriguing display—especially when the clock is viewed at
an angle in the dark. A 30-minute exposure to light provides optimal
results. Requires one AA battery. 12" H x 12" W x 2¾" D. (2¼ lbs.)

LW-86747

LW-86948

$99.95

$69.95

Scan this
page to learn
more about
its superior
features.
See pg. 2.

THE BEST EMERGENCY RADIO.
This emergency radio earned The Best rating from the Hammacher
Schlemmer Institute because it had the longest playback time and
clearest reception. In addition to being the only tested model that
allowed users to set multiple weather alert types (49 total) across
multiple counties and states using Specific Area Message Encoding
(SAME) technology, the Best Emergency Radio ran for five hours after
a full charge, far superior to other radios that lasted merely 1½ hours.
Unlike lesser models that could not charge an iPhone more than
4%, The Best model charged an iPhone from zero to 88% of its full
capacity. The Best model allowed analysts to hear every word of the
NOAA Weather Band, unlike other models that produced static-filled
audio. Includes smartphone-charging USB port, solar panel, and
hand crank for supplemental power. 7" H x 5½" W x 1¾" D. (1½ lbs.)

LW-83615

$99.95

The Superior Emergency Radio. Similar to above, but without
customizable weather alerts. Red. 5¾" H x 7" W x 2⅔" D. (1¼ lbs.)

LW-82978

$59.95
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THE AWARD WINNING
STUNT MARBLE MAZE.
Winner of the Parents’ Choice and Oppenheim Toy Portfolio awards, this
is the configurable marble stunt maze that ensures unpredictable results
every time. Built for racing two marbles at a time, twenty-seven of the
maze’s 108 building block pieces have two possible exits that guarantee
a marble’s journey will be different run after run. Six stunt pieces impart
further intrigue to each descent—marbles accelerate through two bending
tubes, fall down steps within two cascading towers, rebound off of a
pivoting trampoline, and finally swirl down a vortex. Includes 30 steel
marbles. Ages 6 and up. Largest configuration 30" H x 24" W. (5½ lbs.)

LW-86629

$89.95

! WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Toy contains marbles.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

THE GENUINE TURKISH BATHROBE.
This is the bathrobe imported exclusively by Hammacher Schlemmer and manufactured
in the Denizli region of Turkey, where the world’s finest towels have been made since
the Middle Ages. This thick,
generously sized 100% Turkish cotton
bathrobe absorbs water readily
and helps conserve body heat. Its
loosely twisted 1/2"-high looped
pile (most towels only have 1/4"
pile) and exceptionally
high pile count of
69,000 loops per
square yard accounts
for its exceptional
absorbency. Weighing
22 oz. per square yard
(60% heavier than other
robes), the machinewashable, tumbleSizes
Women’s
Men’s
dry material is
XS
6-8
32-34
S
10-12
36-38
much heavier than
M
14-16
40-42
most terry cloths
L
18
44-46
XL
20-22
48
and velours, and
XXL
24-26
50
the robe becomes
XXXL
28
52
softer and more
Luxury Spa Hammacher
absorbent with
Robe
Robe
every wash. 52"
long with shawl
collar, raglan
sleeves, and belt.
Imported. Machine wash. In unisex
sizes (see chart) XS, S, M, L, XL,
XXL, or XXXL.
Scan this page
for customer reviews.
See pg. 2.

LW-74035

$129.95

THE BEST WRIST BLOOD
PRESSURE MONITOR.
This wrist blood pressure monitor earned The Best
rating from the Hammacher Schlemmer Institute
because it was the most accurate and was one of
the easiest to operate in comparison tests. The
monitors’ systolic and diastolic readings were
compared to those taken by a cardiology nurse, and
Using the clinically proven oscillometric method,
The Best model displayed a 94% accuracy rate—
the highest of any monitor. The Best Wrist Blood
Pressure Monitor was one of only two models that
automatically illuminates when the device is held at
heart level—the ideal position for accurate readings.
Panelists lauded The Best model’s automatic
inflating cuff because it “felt nice around the wrist
and was easy to put on.” It has irregular heart beat
detection and stores 100 readings each for two
users. Powered by two AAA batteries (included) that
enable up to 300 readings. 3" H x 2¾" Diam. (5 oz.)

LW-81575

$129.95

Monogramming.

LW-64719

$10.95

THE MUSICAL SLEEP MASK.

THE 12' SNOWMOBILING SNOWMAN.
This is the 12'-long inflatable snowman that greets holiday revelers while riding
a snowmobile. The snowman flashes a welcoming grin below his carrot nose
and black top hat that appears to be blowing off of his head. Four interior
lights give the snowman and his snowmobile a warm holiday glow, and the
red snowmobile body and green runners add festive, Christmas colors to your
front yard display. Includes seven stakes and four tethers to keep the display
in place. Made from 100% rip-stop, waterproof polyester fabric for years of use.
Plugs into AC with the included 4½' cord. 7¼' H x 11¾' L x 2' W. (10 lbs.)

LW-86320

84

$169.95
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This is the sleep mask with built-in wireless speakers
that allow you to listen to music while falling asleep
without disturbing others. The speakers connect
to a smartphone or any Bluetooth device up to
50' away, enabling you to fall asleep to a preferred
music collection. Three buttons on the side of the
mask adjust the volume, select the next or previous
song, and turn the unit on or off. The sleep mask is
made from smooth microfiber lined with soft foam
that is impervious to light and comfortable against
the eyes. A microphone built into the unit’s control
module enables you to answer incoming calls. The
unit’s rechargeable battery provides up to six hours
of playback after a 90 minute charge via the included
microUSB cable. Imported. 12" L x 4" H x 2" D. (5 oz.)

LW-86772

$49.95
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THE WASHABLE CASHMERE SWEATSHIRT.
Luxuriously soft yet practical for everyday wear, this is the men’s sweatshirt made entirely
from washable cashmere. Hand-combed from the fine, downy undercoat of Cashmere goats
that roam the steppes of Inner Mongolia, the fibers used in this garment have been exposed
to a proprietary, non-toxic treatment that enables it to withstand repeated washing without
shrinking, eliminating the chore and expense of dry cleaning. The sweatshirt offers a relaxed
fit for comfort, but it provides unparalleled elegance and warmth, thanks to its 100% two-ply
cashmere yarn. Contrasting
stitching highlights the
Brown
ribbed crewneck collar,
waistband, and cuffs.
Imported. Men’s sizes M (41"Charcoal
42"), L (44"-45"), XL (46"-48"),
or XXL (50"-52"). Blue,
Brown, or Charcoal. (12 oz.)

LW-81460

$149.95

Scan this
page to
see how
comfortable
this wrap
is to wear

THE NECK AND SHOULDER
HEAT WRAP.

THE INDOOR FLAMELESS MARSHMALLOW ROASTER.
This is the indoor roaster that produces campfire-worthy toasted marshmallows
without an open flame. Marshmallows are toasted over a stainless steel electric
heater, making it
safe and easy to use
with children. Ideal
for creating s’mores
year ’round, the
included divided tray
holds a ready supply
of chocolate, graham
crackers, or candies
for your marshmallow
creations. Four included
stainless steel forks
hold marshmallows
securely over the roaster.
All pieces hand wash
easily. Plugs into AC. 14" L
x 14" W x 5½" D. (3 lbs.)

LW-82312

$69.95

Available exclusively
from Hammacher
Schlemmer, this is the
heated wrap designed to
simultaneously soothe
sore muscles in the neck
and shoulders. Unlike
typical rectangular
heating pads that do not provide ideal coverage
or contact, this model’s slightly weighted edges
and magnetic closure provide a custom fit around
the neck, shoulders, and upper back. The
integrated heating element delivers even,
deep-penetrating heat that stimulates circulation
to loosen muscles, helps relieve swelling, and
soothes joints. The tethered controller adjusts
the temperature to four different levels and the
plush, 100% polyester microplush wrap is soft
against skin. With two-hour auto-off setting.
Plugs into AC with a 9' cord that provides ample
freedom of movement. Fully machine-washable
pad. Not for use with pacemakers. Lakeshore
Blue. 25" L x 19" W x 3/4" D. (1½ lbs.)

LW-84437

$69.95

Scan this
page to
see how
comfortable
this wrap
is to wear.
See back
cover.

THE PASSWORD VAULT.
This is the device that securely stores passwords, usernames,
and ATM PIN numbers and enables easy retrieval. Unlike
password information stored on a computer, your passwords
are stored offline in the vault’s memory, ensuring sensitive
information can never be compromised. The vault’s QWERTY
keyboard allows you to search for account information after
entering an initial password and the backlit LCD shows the
website address, username, and password for easy reference.
The smartphone-sized device’s small footprint enables
inconspicuous, hidden storage and it locks for 30 minutes
if the vault’s password is entered incorrectly, preventing
unauthorized access. Built-in flash memory retains
passwords in memory when the required three AAA batteries
need changing. 4¾" W x 3½" D x 1" H. (3 oz.)

LY-83801

$49.95

THE NECK AND SHOULDER HEAT WRAP.
Available exclusively from Hammacher Schlemmer, this is the heated
wrap designed to simultaneously soothe sore muscles in the neck and
shoulders. Unlike typical rectangular heating pads that do not provide
ideal coverage or contact, this model’s slightly
weighted edges and magnetic closure provide
a custom fit around the neck, shoulders, and
upper back to deliver consistent, therapeutic
heat in areas that are prone to tightness. The
integrated heating element delivers even,
deep-penetrating heat that stimulates blood
circulation to loosen muscles, helps relieve
swelling, and soothes joints. The tethered
controller adjusts the temperature to four different levels and the
plush, 100% polyester microplush wrap is soft against skin. With
two-hour auto-off setting. Plugs into AC with a 9' cord that provides
ample freedom of movement. Fully machine-washable pad. Not for
use with pacemakers. Lakeshore Blue. 25" L x 19" W x 3/4" D. (1½ lbs.)

LY-84437

$69.95

THE ADJUSTABLE FOCUS
READING GLASSES.
Unlike common reading glasses with one fixed magnification,
this pair lets you adjust the focus of each lens with the simple
turn of a dial. Using patented fluid-injection technology
developed by a physicist at Oxford, the lenses comprise an
elastic membrane held between rigid polycarbonate plates.
As the dial on either side of the frame is turned, the elastic
membrane bows inwards or outwards, subtly changing the
magnification from -4.5 diopters to +3.5 diopters. Users can
adjust each lens independently, and if their vision changes
they can simply give the side dials another twist. The flexible
nose pads ensure a comfortable fit, and the side knobs can
be twisted off to lock in the magnification permanently. Not
intended as a replacement for prescription glasses. Black or
Brown Tortoiseshell. 1½" H x 7" W. (2½ oz.)

LY-86112

$99.95
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THE VOICE CLARIFYING TV SPEAKER.
This is the wireless speaker that enhances television viewing by boosting the
sound of dialog. An advanced microchip amplifies human speech frequencies
above background noise so that spoken words are clearly audible. Unlike
lesser analog models that merely make all sounds louder, this superior
digital speaker amplifies voice pitch above other sounds so words are easier
to discern. The infrared transmitter attaches to the TV’s audio ports and
sends its signal to the speaker within direct line of sight, which has a 360°
receiving dome for signal reception no matter how it is positioned in the
room. The speaker has its own volume control, and a headphone jack for
private listening. Plugs into AC. 4¼" H x 11" W x 6½" D. (7 lbs.)

LY-84896

$199.95

THE WIDE COVERAGE LED PAIN RELIEVER.
Using technology developed by NASA to heal
astronauts’ injuries, this is the device that covers
a wide 3½"-diameter area using 72 LEDs to
produce safe infrared heat, stimulating blood
circulation, relieving swelling in
joints, and loosening tight
muscles. A study at
Children’s Hospital of
Wisconsin in Milwaukee
showed the LED
technology reduced painful
inflammation by up to 37%.
Unlike heating pads that
only treat just below the
skin’s surface, the LED light
penetrates deep into tissue for
lasting relief from muscle aches.
The device can be placed on the skin or 1/4" above the skin and begins to relieve pain
in as few as three treatments. The lightweight, brush-shaped design is easy to move
around the body, the included strap holds it in place, and the built-in fan dissipates
excess warmth. Includes a travel bag. Plugs into AC. 7¾" L x 3½" W x 3¼" D. (5 oz.)

LY-83545

$199.95

The Precision LED Pain Reliever. 60 LEDs cover a 2¾" wide
area. 7½" L x 2¾" W x 1¼" D. (5 oz.) LY-79393
$159.95

THE BEST EMERGENCY RADIO.
THE 15 FT. INFLATABLE
BUMBLE THE SNOW MONSTER.
Towering over a holiday display, this is the 15 foot tall
inflatable Abominable Snow Monster of the North,
a.k.a. “Bumble”, from the 1964 animated television
classic Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer. Available
exclusively from Hammacher Schlemmer, the monster’s
durable fur-covered polyester hide is accentuated by
his frostbitten blue face, hands, and feet. Feared by all
in Christmas Town until Rudolph’s friend (and aspiring
dentist) Hermey the Elf extracted his teeth, now the
reformed yeti stands harmlessly on a lawn, where
his enormous size and five internal light bulbs draw
attention to holiday decorations and elicit astonished
stares from passersby. An electric blower brings
Bumble to life in 15 minutes and provides constant
inflation. Plastic and metal stakes and rope tethers
prevent him from wandering off in search of his friends.
Plugs into AC with 59" L cord. 15' H x 9' W x 5¾' D. (31 lbs.)

LY-86467

$399.95

The Hammacher Schlemmer
Lifetime Guarantee
Unconditional and Unwavering

This emergency radio earned The Best rating from
the Hammacher Schlemmer Institute because it
had the longest playback time and clearest
reception. In addition to being the only tested
model that allowed users to set multiple
weather alert types (49 total) across
multiple counties and states using
Specific Area Message Encoding (SAME)
technology, the Best Emergency Radio
ran for five hours after a full charge, far
superior to other radios that lasted
merely 1½ hours. Unlike lesser
models that could not charge
an iPhone more than 4%,
The Best model charged an
iPhone from zero to 88% of its
full capacity. The Best model
allowed analysts to hear every
word of the NOAA Weather
Band, unlike other models that
produced static-filled audio.
Includes smartphone-charging
USB port, solar panel, and hand
crank for supplemental power.
7" H x 5½" W x 1¾" D. (1½ lbs.)

LY-83615

$99.95

Scan this page to
learn more about its
superior features.
See back cover.

The Superior Emergency Radio. Similar to above, but without
customizable weather alerts. Red. 5¾" H x 7" W x 2⅔" D. (1¼ lbs.)

LY-82978

$59.95

THE CLASSIC BALL SHOOTING “BURP” GUN.
Exclusive to Hammacher Schlemmer, this toy air gun uses
the same patented design as the classic toy that entertained
children in the 1950s. It uses air-powered pump action to
safely fire up to 15 1¼" diam. plastic balls (one at a time
or in multi-shot bursts). Accurate up to 20', each ball
makes the famous “burp” sound when shot. Because the
air gun is powered by pump action instead of batteries, it
provides uninterrupted play. Made of ABS plastic. Includes
15 balls. Made in the U.S. Ages 4 and up. 21" L. (12 oz.)

LY-87101

$29.95

800-543-3366
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THE WORLD’S BEST
PRELIT NOBLE FIR.

40% more
branch tips

Molded from a live Abies procera, this
is the world’s most realistic Noble
Fir, meticulously strung with
the best LED or incandescent lights.

Available in warm
glow LEDs
Scan this page
to see
customer reviews.
See back cover.

Lifetime guarantee
on lights
Memory wire
branches require
minimal shaping

Unrivaled Realism
Available exclusively from Hammacher
Schlemmer, it is the only tree with threedimensional, injection-molded branch
tips that replicate the exact growth
patterns, curved, prickly needles, and
branch silhouettes of a freshly cut Noble
Fir. The 7½' tree has 4,400 branch tips,
40% more than typical trees, and memory
wire branches that create a fuller, more
natural looking tree that requires minimal
shaping. The inner branches and trunk
are lined with broad fibers to bolster the
conifer’s fullness, a material overused
by lesser trees. The longer branches
are made of 18-gauge wire and easily
support large ornaments.
The Best Lights
The 7½' tree has 1,400 incandescent
lights, 650 more than typical trees, or
1,200 LEDs that last 25,000 hours—8X
longer than typical incandescents while
consuming 98% less power. Both types
of lights produce the same traditional
warm glow. Includes metal stand.
White or multicolored lights.
Rolling Tree Storage Bag.

LY-86465
Traditional Incandescent Lights

$49.95

Warm LED Lights

Ht.

Width

Tips

Wt.

Lights

Item No.

Price

Wt.

Lights

Item No.

Price

41⁄2'
61⁄2'

Full–40"
Slim–43"
Full–58"
Slim–51"
Med–60"
Full–68"
Slim–55"
Med–66"
Full–74"
Slim–62"
Med–72"
Full–81"
Full–88"

1,112
2,521
3,116
3,000
3,970
4,400
3,750
4,750
5,620
4,560
5,770
6,590
10,500

27 lbs.
34 lbs.
49 lbs.
44 lbs.
57 lbs.
67 lbs.
59 lbs.
71 lbs.
81 lbs.
68 lbs.
81 lbs.
101 lbs.
152 lbs.

250
700
950
800
1,250
1,400
1,000
1,500
1,650
1,150
1,750
1,950
2,700

LY-81370
LY-81663
LY-81371
LY-81664
LY-81660
LY-81395
LY-81665
LY-81661
LY-81656
LY-81666
LY-81662
LY-87075
LY-81658

$199.95
$429.95
$529.95
$549.95
$659.95
$759.95
$699.95
$869.95
$999.95
$949.95
$1,100
$1,250
$1,600

27 lbs.
34 lbs.
49 lbs.
44 lbs.
57 lbs.
67 lbs.
58 lbs.
71 lbs.
81 lbs.
68 lbs.
81 lbs.
101 lbs.
152 lbs.

200
600
800
700
1,000
1,200
900
1,200
1,400
1,000
1,400
1,600
2,000

LY-81668
LY-81679
LY-81670
LY-81680
LY-81676
LY-81671
LY-81681
LY-81677
LY-81672
LY-81682
LY-81678
LY-87076
LY-81674

$279.95
$519.95
$629.95
$679.95
$759.95
$859.95
$879.95
$969.95
$1,100
$1,100
$1,200
$1,350
$1,900

61⁄2'
71⁄2'
71⁄2'
71⁄2'
81⁄2'
81⁄2'
81⁄2'
91⁄2'
91⁄2'
91⁄2'
12'
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($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($100) t
($100) t

($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($100) t
($100) t

THE 100 GREATEST CLASSICS AUDIO BOOK.

Scan this
page to hear
him speak.
See back
cover.

THE TALK BACK MIMICKING TOMCAT.
This is the plush Tomcat that repeats anything said to it in
a cartoonish voice. Inspired by a popular smartphone app,
a press of his paw enables him to record anything he hears
and mimic the speaker in a high-pitched voice. Touch sensors
located in his foot and belly yield grunts, whines, and purrs
when pressed, just like the app. If his smart mouth offends,
repeatedly tapping the top of his head produces bonking
sounds until he is coldcocked into unconsciousness with the
sound of chirping birds and a coo-coo clock. Requires three
AAA batteries. 10½" H x 6" W x 5" D. (1 lb.)

LY-87062

This palm-sized library contains audio versions of the 100 greatest
classic books. Eliminating the hassle of downloading files, the
lightweight player comes pre-loaded with unabridged texts by Charles
Dickens, Mark Twain, and Jane Austen.
In addition to classic novels such as
Moby-Dick and Treasure Island, the
wide-ranging collection features
short stories by O. Henry and Kipling,
plays by Ibsen and Shakespeare, and
philosophical treatises by Nietzsche
and Aristotle (see hammacher.com for
a complete list of titles). Its full 600
hours of entertainment also include
50 classical music favorites by Mozart,
Chopin, and other composers. The
portable 1-oz. device makes it easy to
catch up on the classics on the go; it
even comes with an adapter so it can
be played through a car radio. Battery
lasts for up to eight hours after an eighthour charge using the included USB
cable. Also comes with earbuds and AC
adapter. 3" L x 1½" W x 1/4" D. (1 oz.)

LY-83579

$99.95

Rechargeable External USB Speaker. 2" H x 2" W x 1½" D. (3 oz.)

LY-82901

$19.95

Historical Gems Audio Book. With 600 hours of speeches.

LY-84573

$99.95

$39.95

THE ANY SURFACE FULL BODY MASSAGE PAD.
THE HOLOGRAPHESQUE CLOCK.
This is the clock with phosphorescent numbers that appear
to float in mid-air. Providing an illusory holographic visual
effect when seen in the dark, the numbers for 12-, 3-, and
9-o’clock are offset from the clock’s face with 1¼" posts while
the 2-, 4-, 6-, 8-, and 10-o’clock numbers are offset by 1" posts.
The varying number heights assign to the clock’s face
three-dimensional depth that makes an intriguing display—
especially when the clock is viewed at an angle in the dark.
A 30-minute exposure to light provides optimal results.
Requires one AA battery. 12" H x 12" W x 2¾" D. (2¼ lbs.)

LY-86948

$99.95
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This is the flexible vibration massage pad that provides relaxing, full-body
massage on soft or irregular surfaces such as beds, couches, or chairs.
Unlike typical massage pads that require a solid, unbroken surface for
operation, this one flexes at four points, allowing you to drape it over a
lounger, chair, or any piece of sitting/reclining furniture. Its 20 individual
2"-thick foam-cushioned sections allow you to relax on any surface on which
it is placed without pressure points. The pad’s built-in massaging motors
target the neck, upper back, lower back, and thighs, controlled with the
tethered remote. You can also control massage intensity and speed for a
custom massage that ranges from one of six pre-sets, including simulated
kneading, robust rolling, and vibrating massage. Two flexible hook-and-loop
straps secure the pad to furniture; rolls up for easy storage and transport.
Plugs into AC using included adapter. 70¾" L x 23½" W x 3/4" D. (7½ lbs.)

LY-84077

$199.95

THE VHS TO DVD CONVERTER.

THE ONLY OUTDOOR
HEATED CAT SHELTER.
This is the only outdoor cat shelter with an integrated heater that
keeps felines warm and comfy in cool temperatures. A removable
20-watt heater beneath the floor of the shelter generates radiant
heat that warms the floor yet is not hot to human touch. The
floor is waterproof and lined with 1½" of soft foam, providing a
comfortable, dry surface for cats to lounge. The house is made of
durable 600-denier nylon with a waterproof vinyl backing. Removable
clear plastic flaps on the front and rear openings prevent heat from
escaping yet allow cats to come and go as they please. The gambrel
roof overhangs all four sides of the structure, keeping cats dry during
rain showers. Plugs into AC with 6' cord. For cats up to 25 lbs.
Assembles easily without tools. 26" L x 17" W x 16" D. (6½ lbs.)

LY-82989

This device preserves your memories by easily transferring VHS
recordings to DVDs. Also a player, this device is ideal for those who
have a library of both DVD and VHS home videos. For viewing DVDs,
the unit has 1080p upscaling through an HDMI output, maximizing
video resolution and audio on an HDMI-compatible television using
a single cable. A front DV input allows you to connect a camcorder
directly to the device to transfer content directly to a DVD (includes
a coaxial input as well as component and composite inputs). An
onscreen display guides you through set up. Compatible with
most DVD formats—not compatible with Blu-Ray or PAL-formatted
media. The system allows MP3, JPEG, and WMA playback, and
includes a universal remote control. 4" H x 17" W x 10½" D. (9½ lbs.)

LY-84007

$299.95

25 DVD-R Discs. Each holds 120 minutes of video.

LY-84190

$19.95

$129.95

Scan this page
to see the cars
in action.
See back cover.

Multiple-Cat Outdoor Heated Shelter. A-frame shelter with a heated
bed that keeps up to four cats warm while its waterproof exterior
and roof overhang help keep them dry. 35" L x 20½" W x 23" H. (9¼ lbs.)

LY-84247

$149.95

THE CELESTIAL WATCH.
This is the watch that displays the time using a celestial depiction
of the Earth, Moon, Sun, and a comet. Its design is reminiscent
of late 17th-century English
pocket watches that used
a single crescent-shaped
aperture to display the Sun
and Moon and a 12-hour
semi-dial. Bearing the
same Roman-numeraled
12-hour dial, this watch
replaces the original crescent
window with a Sun and
Moon that revolve around
the entire face, casting the
Earth in daylight or darkness
to indicate AM and PM hours.
A fiery comet moves around
the dial to indicate the
minute. Accurate Swiss
quartz movement provides
reliable timekeeping, the
face is protected by a
scratch-resistant mineral
glass crystal, and the splashresistant 316L stainless steel
case protects its inner workings. The 7/8"-wide black leather strap
fits wrists 5"-8½" in circumference. Case: 1½" W x 1/4" D. (3 oz.)

LY-86153

$219.95

THE GLOW IN THE DARK
DRIVER EJECTING BUMPERCRAFTS.
These are the phosphorescent, remote controlled bumpercrafts that
pit two players in a duel to literally unseat an opponent driver. Only
available from Hammacher Schlemmer, each bumpercraft has an
impact area button on its left and right; when the button is struck
by an opposing bumpercraft, a built-in spring ejects the craft’s driver
out of its seat. Each player controls one of the bumpercrafts with a
radio-controlled remote that provides forward, backward, left, and right
movement up to 10' away. Best when played on smooth, level surfaces,
each bumpercraft moves on two partially concealed drive wheels and
one guide wheel. Recovered drivers are easily clicked back into place.
Requires 10 AAA batteries. Ages 6 to 12. 5" L x 5" W x 5" H. (2 lbs.)

LY-82872

$59.95

800-543-3366
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THE GENUINE TURKISH BATHROBE.
This is the bathrobe imported exclusively by Hammacher
Schlemmer and manufactured in the Denizli region of Turkey,
where the world’s finest towels have been made since the
Middle Ages. This thick, generously sized 100% Turkish cotton
bathrobe absorbs water readily and helps conserve body heat.
Its loosely twisted 1/2"-high looped pile (most towels only
have 1/4" pile) and exceptionally high pile count of 69,000
loops per square yard accounts for its exceptional absorbency.
Weighing 22 oz. per square yard (60% heavier than other
robes), the machine-washable, tumble-dry material is much
heavier than most
Sizes
Women’s
Men’s
terry cloths and velours, and
XS
6-8
32-34
S
10-12
36-38
the robe becomes softer and
M
14-16
40-42
more absorbent with every
L
18
44-46
wash. 52" long with shawl
XL
20-22
48
XXL
24-26
50
collar, raglan sleeves, and belt.
XXXL
28
52
Imported. Machine wash.
In unisex sizes (see chart)
Scan this
symbol
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, or XXXL.

LY-74035

$129.95

Monogramming.

LY-64719

$10.95

with your
smartphone to
see hundreds
of new items

THE BEST GENTLEMAN’S FOIL SHAVER.
This foil shaver earned The Best rating from the
Hammacher Schlemmer Institute because it produced
the closest, most comfortable shave. The Best model’s
foils generate subtle vibrations that lift hair follicles
and enable the five blades (the most in the industry)
to cut below the skin, leading panelists to say it
provided, “an extraordinary close
shave” and cut as close as “a barber’s
straight razor.” Unlike lesser shavers
that required “several more passes
along the jawbone,” The Best model
reached “every nook and cranny
without a problem.” While other
shavers produced excessive noise and
Base cleans
caused skin irritation, The Best model
and recharges
generated a gentle whir and cut hairs
without pulling or nicking the skin, leading one panelist to
say it was “the most comfortable electric razor I have ever
used.” The waterproof shaver can be used in the shower, its base automatically
cleans and dries the head, and provides up to 15 three-minute shaves after a
one-hour charge. Includes one cleaning cartridge. 6¼" H x 2¾" W x 2" D. (7 oz.)

LY-82404

$399.95

Replacement Foil And Blades.

LY-86479

Three Additional Cleaning Cartridges. LY-78778

$89.95
$14.95

THE CHRISTMAS CRACKER ORCHESTRA.
This is the box of eight Christmas crackers that each pop open to reveal
one of eight plastic whistles tuned to individual notes for playing along to
a traditional holiday song as an ensemble. An English Christmas tradition
since 1847, each cracker makes a safe, festive “pop” when pulled apart,
revealing one of the whistles. Each whistle comes with a numbered card that
corresponds to a numbered,
sequenced part to be “tooted”
along with one of 21 carols
including favorites such as
Jingle Bells, Good King Wenceslas,
and Deck The Halls. Includes
a wooden baton for directing
the impromptu octet to
reverent music-making or
to cacophonic, delightful
chaos. Boxed set 13½" L x
10" W x 1¾" H. (12 oz.)

LY-79227

$29.95

Scan this page
to hear him
speak. See
back cover.

THE VHS TO DVD CONVERTER.
This device preserves your memories by easily transferring VHS recordings
to DVDs. Also a player, this device is ideal for those who have a library of
both DVD and VHS home videos. For viewing DVDs, the unit has 1080p
upscaling through an HDMI output, maximizing video resolution and
audio on an HDMI-compatible television using a single cable. A front DV
input allows you to connect a camcorder directly to the device to transfer
content directly to a DVD (includes a coaxial input as well as component
and composite inputs). An onscreen display guides you through set up.
Compatible with most DVD formats—not compatible with Blu-Ray or
PAL-formatted media. The system allows MP3, JPEG, and WMA playback,
and includes a universal remote control. 4" H x 17" W x 10½" D. (9½ lbs.)

LC-84007

$299.95

25 DVD-R Discs. Each holds 120 minutes of video.

LC-84190

$19.95

THE AWARD WINNING
STUNT MARBLE MAZE.
Winner of the Parents’ Choice and Oppenheim Toy Portfolio awards,
this is the configurable marble stunt maze that ensures unpredictable
results every time. Built for racing two marbles at a time, twenty-seven
of the maze’s
108 building block
pieces have two
possible exits that
guarantee a marble’s
journey will be
different run after
run. Six stunt pieces
impart further intrigue
to each descent—
marbles accelerate
through two bending
tubes, fall down
steps within two
cascading towers,
rebound off of a
pivoting trampoline,
and finally swirl
down a vortex.
Includes 30 steel
marbles. Ages 6 and up.
Largest configuration
30" H x 24" W. (5½ lbs.)

LC-86629
$89.95

! WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD—
Small parts. Toy
contains marbles. Not
for children under 3 yrs.

THE TALK BACK MIMICKING TOMCAT.
This is the plush Tomcat that repeats anything said to it in
a cartoonish voice. Inspired by a popular smartphone app,
a press of his paw enables him to record anything he hears
and mimic the speaker in a high-pitched voice. Touch sensors
located in his foot and belly yield grunts, whines, and purrs
when pressed, just like the app. If his smart mouth offends,
repeatedly tapping the top of his head produces bonking
sounds until he is coldcocked into unconsciousness with the
sound of chirping birds and a coo-coo clock. Requires three
AAA batteries. 10½" H x 6" W x 5" D. (1 lb.)

LC-87062

$39.95

THE BEST
ELECTRIC WINE OPENER.
This electric wine opener earned
The Best rating from the Hammacher
Schlemmer Institute because of its
perfect worm insertion and rapid,
effortless cork removal. A wine
industry expert opened 56 bottles
with the electric wine openers and
she lauded The Best model for requiring
“no effort at all,” unlike lesser models
that were “incredibly awkward” or
“required a lot of pressure.” The
expert praised The Best model’s
screw insertion as “flawless” on
traditional and synthetic corks and
its cork removal performance was
"exemplary," while other openers stuck
to the lip of the bottle. The Best Electric
Wine Opener comes with two stoppers
and a wine preserver that removes air
from unfinished bottles. Opens up to
50 wine bottles after a 10-hour charge
via the base that plugs into AC. Includes
foil cutter. 7¾" H x 2" Diam. (12 oz.)

LC-82643

A 166-year Heritage of Quality and Innovation
Since 1848, when Hammacher Schlemmer began as a hardware store in New York’s
Bowery district, we have always embraced quality and innovation. We’ve introduced
many breakthroughs that—while initially considered intriguing gadgets by
some—have eventually become an integral part of everyday life.

$59.95

First
1971: The

2014: The
Best

THE WORLD’S BEST
PRELIT NOBLE FIR.

40% more
branch tips

Molded from a live Abies procera, this
is the world’s most realistic Noble
Fir, meticulously strung with
the best LED or incandescent lights.

Available in warm
glow LEDs
Scan this page
to see
customer reviews.
See back cover.

Lifetime guarantee
on lights
Memory wire
branches require
minimal shaping

Unrivaled Realism
Available exclusively from Hammacher
Schlemmer, it is the only tree with threedimensional, injection-molded branch
tips that replicate the exact growth
patterns, curved, prickly needles, and
branch silhouettes of a freshly cut Noble
Fir. The 7½' tree has 4,400 branch tips,
40% more than typical trees, and memory
wire branches that create a fuller, more
natural looking tree that requires minimal
shaping. The inner branches and trunk
are lined with broad fibers to bolster the
conifer’s fullness, a material overused
by lesser trees. The longer branches
are made of 18-gauge wire and easily
support large ornaments.
The Best Lights
The 7½' tree has 1,400 incandescent
lights, 650 more than typical trees, or
1,200 LEDs that last 25,000 hours—8X
longer than typical incandescents while
consuming 98% less power. Both types
of lights produce the same traditional
warm glow. Includes metal stand.
White or multicolored lights.
Rolling Tree Storage Bag.

LC-86465
Traditional Incandescent Lights

$49.95

Warm LED Lights

Ht.

Width

Tips

Wt.

Lights

Item No.

Price

Wt.

Lights

Item No.

Price

41⁄2'
61⁄2'

Full–40"
Slim–43"
Full–58"
Slim–51"
Med–60"
Full–68"
Slim–55"
Med–66"
Full–74"
Slim–62"
Med–72"
Full–81"
Full–88"

1,112
2,521
3,116
3,000
3,970
4,400
3,750
4,750
5,620
4,560
5,770
6,590
10,500

27 lbs.
34 lbs.
49 lbs.
44 lbs.
57 lbs.
67 lbs.
59 lbs.
71 lbs.
81 lbs.
68 lbs.
81 lbs.
101 lbs.
152 lbs.

250
700
950
800
1,250
1,400
1,000
1,500
1,650
1,150
1,750
1,950
2,700

LC-81370
LC-81663
LC-81371
LC-81664
LC-81660
LC-81395
LC-81665
LC-81661
LC-81656
LC-81666
LC-81662
LC-87075
LC-81658

$199.95
$429.95
$529.95
$549.95
$659.95
$759.95
$699.95
$869.95
$999.95
$949.95
$1,100
$1,250
$1,600

27 lbs.
34 lbs.
49 lbs.
44 lbs.
57 lbs.
67 lbs.
58 lbs.
71 lbs.
81 lbs.
68 lbs.
81 lbs.
101 lbs.
152 lbs.

200
600
800
700
1,000
1,200
900
1,200
1,400
1,000
1,400
1,600
2,000

LC-81668
LC-81679
LC-81670
LC-81680
LC-81676
LC-81671
LC-81681
LC-81677
LC-81672
LC-81682
LC-81678
LC-87076
LC-81674

$279.95
$519.95
$629.95
$679.95
$759.95
$859.95
$879.95
$969.95
$1,100
$1,100
$1,200
$1,350
$1,900

61⁄2'
71⁄2'
71⁄2'
71⁄2'
81⁄2'
81⁄2'
81⁄2'
91⁄2'
91⁄2'
91⁄2'
12'
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($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($100) t
($100) t

($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($50)
($100) t
($100) t

THE BRIGHTNESS ZOOMING NATURAL LIGHT LAMP.

THE HAND
REFLEXOLOGY MASSAGER.
This is the device that applies gentle, soothing
massage to both the top and bottom of the hand.
Similar to hand reflexology, it compresses trigger
points on the palm and back of hand using a
mechanical air pressure system that kneads the
hand for a comfortable, spa-like massage. A team
of physical therapists found the massager to have
potential to help relieve pain and discomfort in
the hands; its soothing rhythm helps to relieve
the tension, stress, and fatigue associated with
extended keyboard and mouse usage. After a
hand is inserted into the device’s soft polyester
interior, a push of a button begins a 5-, 10-, or
15-minute session at one of four pressure levels. It
can also provide far infrared heat during sessions
to promote better circulation. Requires four AA
batteries. 10¼" L x 7¾" W x 9¾" D. (2¾ lbs.)

LC-81569

$129.95

This is the only lamp with a light beam
that widens or narrows to provide
daylight-simulating illumination for
hobbies or ambient lighting. Simply
pulling the patent-pending shade adjusts
the light beam to 711 different diameters
between 3" and 31" when the lampshade
is 12" away from the lighted surface.
At maximum zoom, the 3"-diameter beam
produces more than 10,000 LUX (2½X
brighter than a typical lamp) that’s ideal
for illuminating fine details of crafts, and
the 31" beam provides optimal light for
reading or ambient illumination. Light
is produced by one 50,000-hour rated
LED that generates clarity-enhancing,
crisp white illumination that simulates
natural daylight to help reduce eyestrain.
An adjustable 15½" gooseneck can be
raised, lowered, or twisted for optimal
light projection. The lamp has a steel
pole and an anodized aluminum shade
with a nickel finish and gold accents.
Plugs into AC. Assembly required.
65" H x 9⅔" Diam. (7 lbs.)

LC-81960

$119.95

Table Lamp. Light beam diameters between
3½"-19" provides up to 10,000 LUX of
brightness. 23" H x 6½" Diam. (2¾ lbs.)

LC-82507

$69.95

THE GOLFER’S GRILL CLUBS.

THE GENUINE TURKISH BATHROBE.

These are the grilling utensils with authentic golf club
grips that ensure a confident hold while flipping lamb
chops or turning a swordfish steak. The rubber handles
have subtle ridges and a soft, tacky feel, enabling a
proper Vardon grip and helping prevent hand slippage
when reaching perilously over the coals to flip a
foursome of burgers. The
stainless-steel tongs and
fork have 18"-long
shafts, helping cooks
organize food while
keeping hands away
from heat, and the
sand wedge-shaped
slotted spatula
allows marinades
to drain away
before placing food
on the grill. The
tools store in a
woven nylon 14"-high
golf bag, allowing
your caddy to carry
the clubs with
ease. 14" H x
5¼" Diam. (5 lbs.)

This is the bathrobe imported exclusively by
Hammacher Schlemmer and manufactured
in the Denizli region of Turkey, where the
world’s finest towels have been made since
the Middle Ages. This thick, generously sized
100% Turkish cotton bathrobe absorbs water
readily and helps conserve body heat. Its
loosely twisted 1/2"-high looped pile (most
towels only have 1/4" pile) and exceptionally
high pile count of 69,000 loops per square
yard accounts for its exceptional absorbency.
Weighing 22 oz. per
square yard (60%
heavier than other
robes), the machinewashable, tumble-dry
material is much
heavier than most
terry cloths and
velours, and the robe
becomes softer and
more absorbent with
every wash. 52" long
Sizes
Women’s
Men’s
with shawl collar,
XS
6-8
32-34
raglan sleeves, and
S
10-12
36-38
M
14-16
40-42
belt. Imported.
L
18
44-46
Machine wash. In
XL
20-22
48
XXL
24-26
50
unisex sizes (see
XXXL
28
52
chart) XS, S, M, L,
XL, XXL, or XXXL.
Luxury Spa Hammacher

LC-84767
$39.95

LC-74035
$129.95

Monogramming.

LC-64719
$10.95

Robe

Robe

Scan this page
for customer
reviews. See
back cover.

800-543-3366
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THE NOW WATCH.

THE VOICE CLARIFYING TV SPEAKER.
This is the wireless speaker that enhances television viewing by
boosting the sound of dialog. An advanced microchip amplifies
human speech frequencies above background noise so that spoken
words are clearly audible. Unlike lesser analog models that merely
make all sounds louder, this superior digital speaker amplifies voice
pitch above other sounds so words are easier to discern. The infrared
transmitter attaches to the TV’s audio ports and sends its signal to
the speaker within direct line of sight, which has a 360° receiving
dome for signal reception no matter how it is positioned in the room.
The speaker has its own volume control, and a headphone jack for
private listening. Plugs into AC. 4¼" H x 11" W x 6½" D. (7 lbs.)

LC-84896

$199.95

This is the watch ideal for the recipient who often frets about the
future or pines for the past. Reminding its wearer that the present
moment is all that
matters, the watch’s
crystal obscures the
entirety of the face, save
for a small window that
reveals only the current
hour and minute. The
dappled edges of the
window render the hours
both prior and pending
in a hazy view, reinforcing
the ephemeral nature
of passing time and the
importance of the now.
Built within a splashresistant, stainless steel
case that protects the
inner workings, the
watch’s accurate quartz
movement provides
reliable time-keeping.
The 3/4"-wide, 9"-long genuine leather band fits wrists 5"-8½" in
circumference. Case 1.57" diam. x .31" thick. (2 oz.)

LC-86717

$129.95

Scan this page
to see how
comfortable this
wrap is to wear.
See back cover.

THE SNOWCRAFT.
THE NECK AND SHOULDER HEAT WRAP.
Available exclusively from Hammacher Schlemmer, this is the
heated wrap designed to simultaneously soothe sore muscles
in the neck and shoulders. Unlike typical rectangular heating
pads that do not provide ideal coverage or contact, this model’s
slightly weighted edges and magnetic closure provide a custom fit
around the neck, shoulders, and upper back to deliver consistent,
therapeutic heat in areas that are prone to tightness. The
integrated heating element delivers even, deep-penetrating heat
that stimulates blood circulation to loosen muscles, helps relieve
swelling, and soothes joints. The tethered controller adjusts the
temperature to four different levels and the plush, 100% polyester
microplush wrap is soft against skin. With two-hour auto-off
setting. Plugs into AC with a 9' cord that provides ample freedom
of movement. Fully machine-washable pad. Not for use with
pacemakers. Lakeshore Blue. 25" L x 19" W x 3/4" D. (1½ lbs.)

LC-84437

$69.95
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This is the snowcraft towed behind a snowmobile or ATV that
provides an exciting winter trail ride for two occupants. The craft
attaches to a vehicle with its
integrated limited rotational hitch,
glides over snow, ice, and slush on
two flexible steel skis, and rides
over bumps smoothly with a gasoperated shock suspension system.
Constructed of rotational-molded
polyethylene, the craft’s streamlined hull has eight windows—four
front, two side, and two top—and
two side doors that swing open for easy entry/egress. Its smooth ride
and plentiful windows allow those within to snap pictures of winter’s
beauty while remaining comfortably nestled and safely restrained
inside on two cushioned, belted seats. Rear vents provide air flow
for further comfort. Brake and running lights and reflectors maintain
the craft’s high visibility on tree-lined trails and open snowfields.
Supports up to 350 lbs. 72” L x 45” W x 52” H. (300 lbs.) t

LC-12498

$2,400 ($200) f

THE BEST GENTLEMAN’S FOIL SHAVER.
This foil shaver earned The Best rating from the Hammacher
Schlemmer Institute because it produced the closest, most
comfortable shave. The Best model’s foils
generate subtle vibrations that lift hair
follicles and enable the five blades (the most
in the industry) to cut below the skin, leading
panelists to say it provided, “an extraordinary
close shave” and cut as close as “a barber’s
straight razor.” Unlike lesser
shavers that required “several
more passes along the
jawbone,” The Best model
reached “every nook and
cranny without a problem.”
While other shavers produced
excessive noise and caused
Base cleans
skin irritation, The Best model and recharges
generated a gentle whir and
cut hairs without pulling or nicking the skin,
leading one panelist to say it was “the most
comfortable electric razor I have ever used.”
The waterproof shaver can be used in the
shower, its base automatically cleans and dries the head, and
provides up to 15 three-minute shaves after a one-hour charge.
Includes one cleaning cartridge. 6¼" H x 2¾" W x 2" D. (7 oz.)

LC-82404

$399.95

Replacement Foil And Blades. Blades last up to two years.

LC-86479

$89.95

Three Additional Cleaning Cartridges. LC-78778

$14.95

THE 25 PAIR SHOE TURNTOWER.
This is the elegant wooden tower that neatly stores 25 pairs of shoes
and rotates a full 360° for easy access to all footwear. Its five levels
are each subdivided into five cubbyholes large enough for storing
men’s or women’s dress and casual shoes of all sizes and types. A
spin of the smoothly turning tower quickly locates the pair you want.
The turntower provides simpler retrieval than storing shoes in a stack
of boxes, and its compact design ensures that mates remain in tidy,
orderly pairs, rather than in a messy jumble on a closet floor. Unlike
lesser shoe storage systems, the turntower is as attractive as it is
practical, with furniture-quality birch veneer construction and a rich
walnut stain. Assembly required. 30" H x 23¾" Diameter. (53¼ lbs.)

LC-84906

$249.95

THE GLOW IN THE DARK
DRIVER EJECTING BUMPERCRAFTS.

THE 15' ANIMATED INFLATABLE RUDOLPH.
Standing nearly two stories tall, this is the inflatable Rudolph that moves his
head side-to-side to welcome holiday revelers. Exclusively from Hammacher
Schlemmer, the inflatable’s underbelly is 9⅓' above ground at its highest
point, inviting carolers and visitors to walk beneath. Rudolph stands
15' tall and bears a familiar, friendly expression with his LED-illuminated
bulbous red nose, large eyes, smiling mouth, and twin young antlers. A
quiet electronic motor swivels his head back and forth, implying his natural
curiosity, while his pert tail and ears suggest an alertness and eagerness
to entertain. An integrated air pump inflates the display in four minutes
(providing constant inflation) while lights in the neck, body, and tail evoke
merriment. Made of durable tear-resistant polyester that withstands years of
setup and storage, Rudolph remains in place with included stakes and 19⅔'long tethers. Folds to 18¼" x 15" for storage. 15' H x 6¾' W x 13⅓' L. (13 lbs.)

LC-83866

$399.95

These are the phosphorescent, remote controlled bumpercrafts that
pit two players in a duel to literally unseat an opponent driver. Only
available from Hammacher Schlemmer, each bumpercraft has an
impact area button on its left and right; when the button is struck
by an opposing bumpercraft, a built-in spring ejects the craft’s driver
out of its seat. Each player controls one of the bumpercrafts with a
radio-controlled remote that provides forward, backward, left, and
right movement up to 10' away. Best when played on smooth, level
surfaces, each bumpercraft moves
on two partially concealed drive
wheels and one guide wheel.
Recovered drivers are easily
clicked back into place.
Requires 10 AAA
batteries. Ages 6 to
12. 5" L x 5" W x 5"
H. (2 lbs.)

LC-82872
$59.95

Scan this page
to see the cars
in action.
See back cover.

800-543-3366
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Brown

THE PASSWORD VAULT.
This is the device that securely stores passwords, usernames,
and ATM PIN numbers and enables easy retrieval. Unlike
password information stored on a computer, your passwords
are stored offline in the vault’s memory, ensuring sensitive
information can never be compromised. The vault’s QWERTY
keyboard allows you to search for account information after
entering an initial password and the backlit LCD shows the
website address, username, and password for easy reference.
The smartphone-sized device’s small footprint enables
inconspicuous, hidden storage and it locks for 30 minutes
if the vault’s password is entered incorrectly, preventing
unauthorized access. Built-in flash memory retains
passwords in memory when the required three AAA
batteries need changing. 4¾" W x 3½" D x 1" H. (3 oz.)

LC-83801

$49.95

Scan this page
to learn more
about its
superior
features.
See back cover.

Charcoal

THE WASHABLE CASHMERE SWEATSHIRT.
Luxuriously soft yet practical for everyday wear, this is the men’s
sweatshirt made entirely from washable cashmere. Hand-combed from
the fine, downy undercoat of Cashmere goats
Blue
that roam the steppes of Inner Mongolia,
the fibers used in this garment have been
exposed to a proprietary, non-toxic treatment
that enables it to withstand repeated washing
without shrinking, eliminating the chore and
expense of dry cleaning. The sweatshirt offers
a relaxed fit for comfort, but it provides
unparalleled elegance and warmth, thanks to
its 100% two-ply cashmere yarn. Contrasting
stitching highlights the ribbed crewneck
collar, waistband, and cuffs. Imported. Men’s sizes M (41"-42"), L (44"-45"),
XL (46"-48"), or XXL (50"-52"). Blue, Brown, or Charcoal. (12 oz.)

LC-81460

$149.95

THE BEST EMERGENCY RADIO.
This emergency radio earned The Best rating from the
Hammacher Schlemmer Institute because it had the longest
playback time and clearest reception. In addition to being the
only tested model that allowed users to set multiple weather
alert types (49 total) across multiple counties and states using
Specific Area Message Encoding (SAME) technology, the
Best Emergency Radio ran for five hours after a full charge,
far superior to other radios that lasted merely 1½ hours.
Unlike lesser models that could not charge an iPhone
more than 4%, The Best model charged an iPhone from
zero to 88% of its full capacity. The Best model allowed
analysts to hear every word of the NOAA Weather Band, unlike
other models that produced static-filled audio. Includes
smartphone-charging USB port, solar panel, and hand
crank for supplemental power. 7" H x 5½" W x 1¾" D. (1½ lbs.)

LC-83615

$99.95

The Superior Emergency Radio.
Similar to above, but without customizable weather alerts.
Red. 5¾" H x 7" W x 2⅔" D. (1¼ lbs.) LC-82978
$59.95
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THE ARTIFICIALLY INTELLIGENT RACEWAY.
This is the first-of-its-kind remote controlled racing set that uses an artificially
intelligent track to assist steering through turns at 180 mph scale speeds. The
waterproof, vinyl racetrack assembles from
12 pieces, so drivers can start competing
indoors or outdoors in just five minutes. The
slots of conventional tracks are replaced by
sophisticated electronics built into the
raceway’s surface, detected by optical sensors
Raceway
under each car’s body that determine its
orientation on the track and automatically compensate for angle and drift,
helping drivers cleave to the track even as they attempt tight turns and daring
passes. Competition modes allow for 20-, 30-, or 40-lap races—the AI even
allows a solo driver to race against a virtual opponent that races one car
automatically. The 2.4 GHz wireless pistol grip controllers provide in-race
announcements of lap times, race position, required pit lane visits, and even
random hazards to which drivers must react. Two cars run for four hours on
three AAA batteries each. Ages 8 and up. 21½" L x 20¼" W x 4¾" D. (4½ lbs.)

LC-81945

$179.95

